For many mixed-integer programming (MIP) problems, high-quality dual bounds can be obtained either through advanced formulation techniques coupled with a state-of-the-art MIP solver, or through semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation hierarchies. In this paper, we introduce an alternative bounding approach that exploits the "combinatorial implosion" effect by solving portions of the original problem and aggregating this information to obtain a global dual bound. We apply this technique to the one-dimensional and two-dimensional floor layout problems and compare it with the bounds generated by both state-of-the-art MIP solvers and by SDP relaxations. Specifically, we prove that the bounds obtained through the proposed technique are at least as good as those obtained through SDP relaxations, and present computational results that these bounds can be significantly stronger and easier to compute than these alternative strategies, particularly for very difficult problem instances.
Introduction
A fundamental concept in optimization is the dual bound, which provides a proof on the quality of a given primal solution. Matching dual bounds (for minimization, a lower bound on the optimal cost) and primal bounds (e.g. the objective cost of a feasible solution) immediately provide a certificate of optimality, and for difficult optimization problems, tight bounds can provide confidence that an available solution is of sufficiently high quality.
Advances in computational methods Bixby and Rothberg (2007) such as cuttingplane technology Marchand et al. (2002) ; Richard and Dey (2010) and formulation techniques Vielma (2015) have made the generation of good bounds with a stateof-the-art mixed integer programming (MIP) solver attainable for a great number of problems. However, there are still many classes of problems for which the generation of bounds remains a challenge. A common approach to generate bounds for such problems is to use semidefinite programming (SDP) techniques to construct hierarchies of relaxations that theoretically converge to the best possible bound (e.g. Laurent and Rendl (2005) and (Conforti et al. 2014, Section 10) ). Such SDP relaxations produce high quality bounds, but in practice can lead to semidefinite optimization instances which are too large to build in memory on a computer, much less solve to optimality.
In this work, we present an alternative combinatorial technique for constructing dual bounds that can sometimes significantly outperform, with regards to time and quality, the bounds obtained by both state-of-the-art MIP solvers and SDP relaxations. The technique is applicable to some specially structured MIP problems and exploits the combinatorial implosion effect present in MIP and combinatorial optimization problems: that is, slightly reducing the size of a problem can significantly reduce its solution time. To exploit this, the technique solves a series of fixed-sized subproblems obtained by only considering portions of the original problem and then aggregating the information to produce the global bound. This gives a polynomial-time bounding scheme that can be trivially parallelized and compares favorably against existing bounding techniques for certain problems, both theoretically and practically. In particular, we prove that when the technique is applied to a floor layout problem (FLP), the bounds generated are equal or better than those obtained by SDP relaxations. We also present computational results that show that the technique can produce better bounds in less time than both SDP relaxations and state-of-the-art MIP solvers.
Combinatorial dual bounds
The dual bounding scheme attempts to take advantage of combinatorial implosion; that is, given a hard optimization problem, a smaller instance is likely much easier to solve than a slightly larger one 1 . To exploit this phenomena, we will take a difficult optimization problem and decompose it into many smaller optimization problems, which we may solve in a decentralized manner. Then, re-aggregating these subproblems, we may produce a dual bound on our original problem. We will perform this decomposition along certain subsets of the variables, which gives the scheme a combinatorial flavor.
For example, consider an optimization problem of the form γ˚d ef " min xPQ c T x for some set Q Ď R n and c P R n . For some S Ă n def " t1, . . . , nu and u P R n , let u S P R |S| represent the projection of u on the components corresponding to S. If the problem min xPQ c T x is particularly difficult, we could instead consider solving a restricted version of the problem over variables S Ă n , given by γpS, P S q def " min xSPPS c T S x S (notationally, we take γpSq def " γpS, Proj S pQqq). Provided that P S Ě Proj S pQq def " tx S : x P Qu, this gives us a lower bound on a portion of the objective function in the following way.
We can reinterpret Lemma 2.1 as producing an inequality γpS, P S q ď c T S xS that is valid for any feasible point x P Q. With this interpretation, we can imagine producing inequalities for many such sets S Ă n and aggregating them into an optimization problem which will provide a dual bound for our original problem.
Theorem 2.2. Consider an optimization problem of the form γ˚" min xPQ c T x for some set Q Ď R n , and assume that γ˚ą´8. Take some family S Ď 2 n and corresponding relaxation sets P S with P S Ě Proj S pQq for each S P S. Then for any R Ě Q, γ˚ě ωpS, tP S u SPS , Rq, where
Proof. If the original problem is infeasible (Q " H), then this statement is true by the convention that min xPH c T x " 8. If the problem is bounded, consider an optimal x˚P arg min xPQ c T x; that is, c T x˚" γ˚. We see that, from construction, xS P P S for each S P S, and therefore c T S xS ě γpS, P S q for all S P S. Therefore, x˚is feasible for the relaxed problem, and the bound follows.
In a slight abuse of notation, we will take ωpSq def " ωpS, tProj S pQqu SPS , Rq when R is understood to be a fixed relaxation for Q (that is, fixed for different choices of S).
Applicability of Theorem 2.2
The potential strength of the bound from (1) depends on the variables sets S, but also the sets R and P S we choose to optimize over. At one extreme, if we choose R " Q, (1) reduces to our original optimization problem min xPQ c T x with a new set of redundant inequalities (1b), and so (1) will produce a tight bound but will likely be at least as difficult to solve as the original problem. On the other extreme, if we take R " R n , then the strength of the bound is derived exclusively from the partial bounds (1b). A natural choice if Q is a mixed-integer set is to take R as the relaxation of Q with integrality conditions dropped, which will generally be relatively easy to optimize over, while offering some additional strength to the bound (1).
Constructing the sets P S for S P S also poses an interesting challenge. Clearly if we take P S " R S , we have γpS, P S q "´8, and so the strength of (1) will be solely determined by optimizing over the set R. Fortunately, for many optimization problems such as the floor layout problem, it is straightforward to construct sets P S by considering a family of optimization problems related to Q, but over smaller variable sets S. For example, for the FLP, we may construct P S by considering a smaller instance of the FLP with a smaller number of components, but otherwise the same problem data. In this way, we can avoid solving the original, difficult optimization problem, and compute a dual bound by instead solving many smaller instances of the same problem on a series of restricted index sets.
Computational advantages
The combinatorial bounding scheme from Theorem 2.2 involves computing a series of partial dual bounds and aggregating them. The bounding values γpS, P S q can be computed in whatever convenient way, but if the sets P S are MIP-representable, a natural approach is just to use an off-the-shelf MIP solver. These computations can be carried out in parallel, and the set S can be iteratively enlarged to produce tighter bounds as needed. Indeed, our experiments provide an instance where, if R is simple enough to optimize over, the vast majority (ą 99%) of the computational time is spent in computing the bounds γpS, P S q which can be done completely in parallel before the relatively cheap master problem (1).
Computational complexity
Similar to lifted hierarchies such as the Sherali-Adams or Lasserre hierarchies, this combinatorial bounding scheme yields a polynomial-time dual bounding scheme for appropriate choices of S. More precisely, consider the nested families S k " tS Ď n : |S| ď ku and the case where Q is a mixed-integer linear set. The corresponding combinatorial bound for level k corresponds to solving Opn k q subproblems, each of which is a mixed-integer problem with at most k binary variables. Therefore, for fixed k, the computational complexity of the combinatorial bounding scheme grows polynomially in the dimension n. Furthermore, when k " n, we recover a tight bound on the optimal cost. Proposition 2.3. The combinatorial bounding scheme produces a hierarchy of dual bounds in the sense that, for any nested sets S 1 Ă S 2 Ă¨¨¨S t´1 Ă S t " 2 n , ωpS 1 q ď ωpS 2 q ď¨¨¨ď ωpS t´1 q ď ωpS t q " γ˚.
Floor layout problem
The floor layout problem (FLP), sometimes also known as the facility layout problem, is a difficult design problem traditionally arising in the arrangement of factory floors and, more recently, the very-large-scale integration (VLSI) of computer chips. FLP consists of laying out N rectangular components on a fixed rectangular floor r0, L x sr 0, L y s in such a way as to minimize the weighted sum of communication costs between the components. The components do not have fixed dimensions, but must have fixed area, differentiating this problem from a more traditional 2D packing problem.
A number of mixed-integer formulations for the FLP have been proposed in the literature Bazaraa (1975) ; Meller et al. (1999 Meller et al. ( , 2007 ; Sherali et al. (2003) ; Castillo et al. (2005) ; Huchette et al. (2015) , though much of the work on the problem has been devoted to tailored heuristics van Camp et al. (1991) ; Anjos and Vannelli (2006) ; Bernardi (2010) ; Bernardi and Anjos (2013) ; Jankovits et al. (2011); Lin and Hung (2011); Luo et al. (2008) ; Liu and Meller (2007) . These heuristic approaches are often able to produce high quality solutions for large instances of FLP that are beyond the scope of exact MIP approaches. However, technology to obtain strong dual bounds is not nearly as mature. To the best of our knowledge, Takouda et al. (2005) presents the most recent work on producing bounds for the FLP.
We will work with the unary formulation (2) of FLP from Huchette et al. (2015) , which is closely related to the FLP2 formulation from Meller et al. (1999) ; we refer the reader to Huchette et al. (2015) for a more thorough discussion of alternative formulations. Notationally, we take C as the set of components (for the moment, C " N ) and P pCq as the set of all pairs of components in C.
In words, formulation (2) aims to optimally determine the centers pc x i , c y j q and halfwidths pl x i , l y i q of components i P C such to minimize the weighted pairwise "Manhattan" norm distance ř pi,jqPP pCq p i,j p|c x i´c y i |`|c y i´c y j |q (we assume that p i,j ě 0). Using the standard transformation, we linearize the absolute values in the objective by introducing auxiliary "objective" variables d s i,j , with constraints (2b-2c) that lower bound the corresponding absolute value term. Constraint (2d) ensures each component lies completely on the floor, while (2e) enforces the area of each component is at least some constant α i . Together, (2f,2g,2k) enforce that, for every pair of components, they are separated in (at least) one of the directions x and y; this ensures that the resulting feasible solutions correspond to physical layouts, where none of the components overlap.
For the remainder of the analysis, we assume the width of the floor is sufficiently large, in the sense that every possible layout is feasible; that is, L s ě ř N i"1 ub s i . Again, we remind the reader that p is nonnegative, and so there is no incentive to place components farther apart.
One-dimensional floor layout problem
The one-dimensional floor layout problem (1D-FLP) is the restriction of the FLP to a single direction: say, x. That is, it is the FLP where we impose that z y i,j " 0 for all pi, jq P P pCq. When restricted to a single direction, there always will be an optimal solution with ℓ x i " lb x i for all i P C, so we remove the widths as decision variables from the 1D-FLP. Equivalently, 1D-FLP is the problem of finding an optimal permutation of N components in a line, such as to minimize the weighted sum of pairwise distances between the components.
Besides being an interesting problem in its own right, the 1D-FLP is a simpler problem that encompasses many of the challenges of solving the FLP.
A natural MIP formulation (3) for the 1D-FLP, due to Love and Wong (1976) , is obtained by restricting the (two-dimensional) floor layout problem to a single dimension and fixing the widths to their lower bounds.
We note that a fairly extensive body of literature has studied the 1D-FLP, in terms of IP formulations Amaral (2006 Amaral ( , 2008 ; Amaral and Letchford (2012) , dual bounds Amaral (2009) , and SDP approaches Anjos et al. (2005) ; Anjos and Vannelli (2008); Anjos and Yen (2009) . However, these formulations do not readily generalize to the two-dimensional FLP, and so we will maintain our attention in this work on formulations (2) and (3).
Combinatorial bounding scheme
We now specialize our dual bounding scheme for the 1D-FLP and FLP. For a given instance, consider the restricted problem on the components C Ď N and take the corresponding variables SpCq def " tpc i , d j,k , z j,k , z k,j q : i P C, pj, kq P PpCqu for the 1D-FLP and SpCq def " tpc i , d j,k , ℓ i , z j,k , z k,j q : i P C, pj, kq P PpCqu for the FLP; that is, all variables corresponding to components in the set C.
Proposition 3.1. Consider some family C Ď 2 N . Then γ˚ě ωpCq for both the 1D-FLP and FLP, where
Proof. First we consider the 1D-FLP. The result follows from Theorem 2.2 by observing that R " R CˆR PpCqˆR2PpCq outer approximates (3). Since the c and z variables do not appear in the objective, we may project them out and work solely on the objective variables d. For each C P C, we may take formulation (3) over components C as the outer approximation P S Ě Proj S pQq.
We can apply the same argument to the FLP, but also may aggregate the variables
In particular, we will be interested in the nested families C k def " tC Ď N : |C| ď ku. These provide a natural hierarchy for studying this bounding scheme. We will use the notation ω k def " ωpC k q. Furthermore, we note for the case of C 2 , the values γpSpti, juqq " ℓ i`ℓj for the 1D-FLP and γppSti, juqq " mintℓ x i`ℓ x j , ℓ y i`ℓ y j u for the FLP, respectively, are available in closed form. Therefore, ω 2 is also readily available as
respectively. We will be using this particular value for comparison later.
Finally, we note that, since many of the FLP instances instances have relatively sparse objectives (i.e. many pi, jq P PpCq have p i,j " 0), we may remove some sets from C k without affecting the quality of the bound. In particular, if there is some r P C P C k such that p r,s " 0 for all s P Cztru, then γpSpCqq " γpSpCztruqq and also
Since Cztru P C k , we may omit C from C k . In practice, this simple observation allows us to trim a significant number of sets, and is useful computationally.
Comparison to other dual bounds
With our combinatorial bounding scheme for the 1D-FLP, we now wish to compare the approach to other standard approaches for producing dual bounds for mixed-integer optimization problems.
LP relaxation quality
It is not hard to see that the formulation (3) produces a very weak dual bound; that is, the pointĉ
is feasible for the relaxation mint(3a) : p3b´3hqu and has objective value zero. In other words, the LP relaxation provides no strengthening of the dual bound over the trivial observation that min dě0 ř pi,jqPP pCq p i,j d i,j " 0 when p i,j ě 0. We can improve the formulation by tightening the bounds on the objective variables:
With these inequalities, the LP relaxation value now matches with the combinatorial bound ω 2 . Similarly, for the FLP we have that the optimal cost of the continuous relaxation mint(2a) : p2b´2jqu of (2) is zero, by considering the feasible solution
Similarly, imposing the valid inequalities
gives a relaxation bound equal to the first level of the combinatorial bounding scheme, ω 2 .
Sparse valid inequalities for the 1D-FLP
Based on the observation that (5) and (6) help improve the bound of the LP relaxation, we might hope that we can identify some clever inequalities that produce stronger dual bounds. However, we show next that any set of valid inequalities (of support-wise disjoint families of valid inequalities; see details below) that significantly tighten the dual bounds for 1D-FLP in comparison to ω k must be correspondingly dense. Sparse cutting-planes have good computational properties Walter (2012) and are preferred by solvers, and recently there has been considerable work towards understanding the strength of sparse cutting-planes in general Dey et al. (2015b Dey et al. ( ,a, 2016 . Let C Ď N . We call a valid (linear) inequality for (3) as having support over C if the only nonzero coefficients correspond to the decision variables SpCq.
Proposition 4.1. Take k, t P N such that kt ď N . Let C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C t Ď N such that |C l | " k for all l P t and the C l 's are pairwise disjoint. Consider the linear programming relaxation of formulation (3) augmented with any number of valid inequalities where each valid inequality added has a support over some C l for l P t . Then the optimal cost of the resulting linear program is no greater than ω k .
Proof. Assume w.l.o.g. that C 1 " t1, . . . , ku, C 2 " tk`1, . . . , 2ku, . . . , C t " tkpt1 q`1, . . . , ktu. Moreover w.l.o.g. we may assume that an optimal permutation of the 1D-FLP over components C l is given by pkpl´1q`1, . . . , klq. Now consider two feasible solutions of 1D-FLP pc 1 , d 1 , z 1 q and pc 2 , d 2 , z 2 q given by
Since these are feasible layouts, they must be feasible w.r.t. (3) and the valid inequalities. Call the midpoint of these two points as pĉ,d,ẑq
Since pĉ,d,ẑq is a convex combination of two valid points, this point satisfies the valid inequalities that are added. Now examine a new point pc,d,zq where all the d-variables which do not belong to the support of SpC j q for some j P t are set to 0 as follows:
Note two properties enjoyed by pc,d,zq:
(1) It satisfies all the constraints (except the integrality requirement on z-variables) in the formulation (3). (2) It is indistinguishable from solution pĉ,d,ẑq on the variables Ť jP t SpC j q and therefore satisfies the valid inequalities that are added.
Hence pc,d,zq is a valid solution to the linear program consisting of (3) together with the valid inequalities. Finally, observe that by our choice of pc 1 , d 1 , z 1 q and pc 2 , d 2 , z 2 q with respect to the optimal permutation of 1D-FLP over the components C, we have that the objective function value of pc,d,zq is equal to ř t l"1 γpSpC l qq. Hence the optimal cost of (3) augmented with the valid inequalities is at most ř t l"1 γpSpC l qq. It remains to show that γ k ě ř t l"1 γpSpC lto complete the proof. Refer to Proposition 3.1 and let d˚be an optimal solution of the LP corresponding to computation of ω k . Then note that
where the first inequality follows from non-negativity of p i,j and di ,j and the assumption that C l 's are pairwise disjoint, and the last inequality follows from the constraints satisfied by d˚.
Proposition 4.1 shows that, unless we use a large number of valid inequalities with non-disjoint supports, we are unlikely to beat the bound given by the combinatorial technique.
Lifted relaxations for the 1D-FLP
Next we consider the standard approach of constructing a lifted relaxation with auxiliary variables whose projection onto the original space is (hopefully) a tight approximation of the feasible region. There are a host of frameworks for constructing these lifted representations in a generic way, with a natural distinction between those that result in linear optimization problems Balas et al. (1993) ; Sherali and Adams (1990) ) and semidefinite optimization problems Lovász and Schrijver (1991); Lasserre (2001) .
The literature applying these techniques to combinatorial optimization problemsyielding both positive and negative results-is incredibly vast; we refer interested readers to the surveys of Chlamtac and Tulsiani (2012) and Laurent and Rendl (2005) , as well as Chapter 10 of Conforti et al. (2014) .
We will adapt these techniques to the mixed-integer setting for the 1D-FLP. A natural construction is to consider Aλ ď b as the system of linear inequalities defining the relaxation of (3), (with λ " pc, d, zq) and construct the nonlinear system
by multiplying by the integer variables and their complements. The system is then linearized by introducing auxiliary variables ypu, vq for the product uv of decision variables u and v. For the product of the form z 2 r,s we substitute z r,s after noting that u 2 " u for u P t0, 1u. For notational simplicity, we still write ypz r,s , z r,s q " z r,s .
This gives a lifted linear relaxation for (3), which is a mixed-integer analog to the first level of the Sherali-Adams construction; denote this the lifted LP representation. We may also consider adding a semidefinite constraint M ľ 0 on the "moment matrix" M given by
I " H, J " pi, jq ypz i,j , z r,s q o.w. pI " pi, jq, J " pr, sqq @I, J P tpr, sq P N 2 : r ‰ suYtHu.
We denote this the lifted SDP representation, and note that it is reminiscent of the first level of the Lovász-Schrijver and Lasserre hierarchies, but in a mixed-integer setting. We will show that applying either lifted representation to (3) does not improve the dual bound beyond the closed-form combinatorial bound ω 2 .
Proposition 4.2. The lifted LP and SDP representations of formulation (3), augmented with inequality (5), have optimal cost equal to ω 2 .
Proof. See Appendix A.
We note that the hierarchies presented in the previous section by no means preclude other, stronger extended formulations that may be constructed in a problem-specific manner. Indeed, such a specialized SDP formulation exists for the FLP, although we show in the following section that it does not improve on the closed form bound ω 2 .
Ad-hoc SDP formulations for the FLP
We now turn our attention to lifted representations of the FLP. Takouda et al. (2005) present an SDP formulation for the entire FLP, which expresses the non-overlapping constraints (2f,2g,2k) with complementarity conditions over´1{1 variables, whose integrality are then relaxed in the standard way (see e.g. Chapter 10 of Conforti et al. (2014) ). However, we show that the relaxation of this ad-hoc formulation produces a dual bound equal to the level-2 combinatorial bound ω 2 . Proposition 4.3. The relaxation of the SDP formulation from Takouda et al. (2005) has optimal objective value equal to ω 2 .
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Computational results
Having compared the strength of our combinatorial bounding scheme against existing standard methods in previous sections, we will now perform a computational comparison. Specifically, we will be interested in comparing the computational effort (as measured in running time) needed to construct the same dual bound value. Specifically, we compare our combinatorial bounding scheme against: (i) The dual bound provided by a MIP solver, (ii) the lifted LP representation, and (iii) the lifted SDP representation. First, we will compare the second level of the combinatorial bound against the lifted LP and SDP representations. Since we have shown in Proposition 4.2 that the combinatorial scheme is no worse, we will compare the running time of the two approaches to construct the same bound.
Secondly, we will perform a comparison of the combinatorial bound and the dual bound from a state-of-the-art MIP solver. Since there does not exist a nice relationship between the quality of the bounds for the two, we instead will construct the combinatorial bound for different levels, and then allot the same running time for the MIP solver. In this way, we will be comparing the quality of the bounds between the two approaches, given the same computational budget. We compare the relative gap for both approaches with respect to the best known feasible solution found by the MIP solver (optimal or not).
We perform the computational trials on a OS X machine with a 2.7GHz Intel Core i5-5257U processor and 8GB of RAM. We use Gurobi 6.0.4 as the IP solver and Mosek 7.1.0.31 as the SDP solver. We use the JuMP modeling language Dunning et al. (2015) in the Julia programming language Bezanson et al. (2012) for algebraic modeling and scripting the computational trials.
Finally, we note that we make no attempt in these computational experiments of computing the partial dual bounds γpSpCqq in parallel, which could potentially offer a speed-up over our serial implementation of the combinatorial dual bounding scheme. Per the note in Section 3.2, we compute in closed form all partial bounds γpCpSqq for sets |C| " 2; for all other subsets, we also use Gurobi and the same MIP formulation ( (3) or (2)) to produce the partial bound value. For consistency of implementation, we still compute the bound ω 2 via (4) using Gurobi, even though it also is available in closed form as noted in Section 4.1.
1D-FLP computational results
The benchmark instances are primarily culled from Amaral (2006 Amaral ( , 2008 , with one large-scale (AMI33) instance taken as an adapted FLP instance from the MCNC instance set (see Huchette et al. (2015) ). Note that the number in the names indicate the number of components in the given instance.
In Table 1 we compare the running time of the combinatorial bounding scheme for k " 2 and the first level of the lifted LP and SDP representations. Recall from Proposition 4.2 that the combinatorial bound is as least as good as that from the lifted representations. Furthermore, we see that the combinatorial bound can be computed in less than 1e´4 seconds for all instances, since the partial bounds are available in closed form. Contrastingly, the LP representation takes on the order of seconds for most of the instances, and the SDP representation roughly an order of magnitude longer. In particular, we see that the SDP representation is too large to be solved in under 10 minutes for 15 intervals or more, and that the LP representation also is too large for the largest instance in the test set.
We also note that we attempted to construct the second level of our lifted representation (in the sense of Lovász-Schrijver and Lasserre), but were unable to solve the smallest 1D-FLP instance (or even build many of the instances in memory). Our assessment is that the lifted representations, while theoretically interesting, do not provide an off-the-shelf practical approach for this problem as they are too large and not sufficiently strong.
Our second set of trials compares the combinatorial scheme against a MIP solver (Gurobi) given the same amount of time. The results are shown in the left half of Table  2 for the combinatorial scheme ω k run for k P t2, 3, 4, 5u. We see that the combinatorial scheme does better on average, although there are two instances where Gurobi is able to find the optimal solution very quickly. We see that it is relatively cheap to compute the combinatorial bound for smaller instances or for smaller values of k, although for the larger instances the bound can get expensive for larger k. However, Gurobi struggles even more on these difficult instances, and hence we see noticeable gains from including higher levels of the scheme. We note that, since evaluating ω 2 is is very inexpensive with the combinatorial bounding scheme, Gurobi is unable to return any dual bound on the problem in the same amount of time.
However, we stress that these results are restricted to formulation (3) for the 1D-FLP, as they do not compare against the bounds from Amaral (2009) and Anjos et al. (2005) ; Anjos and Vannelli (2008) , which offer promising alternative dual bounds for the 1D-FLP.
FLP computational results
Our benchmark instance collection for the FLP is the same 11 instances from the literature used in Huchette et al. (2015) . In Table 3 , we present the running times for computing ω 2 from the combinatorial scheme and for the lifted SDP formulation in Takouda et al. (2005) ; again, in Proposition 4.3 we have shown that the two approaches produce the same bound value. We do not include the lifted LP or lifted SDP formulations in the comparison, since none of the instances were able to build in memory in under 10 minutes, much less solve to optimality. We see that the SDP formulation from Takouda et al. (2005) fares slightly better, but is still only able to solve to optimality on the smaller instances (ď 10 components), and in orders of magnitude more time than the combinatorial scheme requires.
In the right half of Table 2 we record the computational comparisons between the combinatorial bounding scheme and the dual bound produced by Gurobi. We see that the combinatorial bounding scheme uniformly returns a superior dual bound (with a single exception), sometimes by a significant margin. In particular, we highlight the last instance, A20M, a particularly difficult 20 component instance. The MIP solver is Table 2 . Comparison of the combinatorial bounding scheme (CB) and a MIP solver (MIP) on the 1D-FLP instances (Left) and FLP instances (Right). Note that the numbers in the benchmark names indicate the number of components/intervals. We run the CB scheme for k P t2, 3, 4, 5u as denoted in the first column. We report the relative gap percentage (100pU B´LBq{U B), and the time budget allotted to each method (in seconds). Finally, we color in gray the method that produces the better (i.e. smaller) relative gap.
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B9 X10 C10 H11 B12 B13 B14 B15 A20 A20M CB 3.1e-5 3.0e-5 3.8e-5 3.4e-5 3.8e-5 4.7e-5 5.7e-5 6.1e-5 6.9e-5 1.2e-4 1. Table 3 . Running time (in seconds) for the combinatorial bounding scheme (CB) and the SDP formulation from Takouda et al. (2005) (SDP) on the FLP benchmark instances. T/O indicates that the solver did not terminate in 10 minutes.
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unable to make any noticeable progress on the dual bound of this problem, even after almost 10 minutes (this trend continues if the solver is left running for longer periods as well). In contrast, the combinatorial bounding scheme is able to make noticeable improvements to the gap at successively higher levels for k.
We are also cautiously optimistic that the gaps for the difficult instances would be significantly better (i.e. smaller) if the relative gap were computed with the true (unknown) optimal cost. This is because there is a wide body of literature constructing high-performing heuristics for the FLP that are likely to be of higher quality than those produced by the IP solver we used for this comparison.
for all pi, jq, pr, sq P P p N q. It is clear that this has objective value equal to ω 2 , so it suffices to show feasibility w.r.t. (A1), which may be verified. In particular, we show (A1a), (A1c), (A1d), (A1e), (A1g), and (A1h), as the rest are immediate or follow analogously.
A.0.0. 
In the case that pi, jq " pr, sq, we need that L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´pL{4´ℓ j {2q`pL{4`ℓ i {2q, which holds true. In the case that pi, jq " ps, rq, we need that 1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´pL{4`ℓ j {2q`pL{4´ℓ i {2q, which also holds true. In the case that i " r and j ‰ s, L{4´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´pL{4´ℓ s {2q`L{4, which holds from feasibility. For i " s, j ‰ r, we get L{4´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´pL{4`ℓ r {2q`L{4;
for i ‰ r, j " s, we get L{4´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´L{4`pL{4`ℓ r {2q; for i ‰ s, j " r, we get L{4´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´L{4`pL{4´ℓ s {2q;
for i, j R tr, su, we get L{4´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q ě´L{4`L{4, all true statements. This exhausts all possible cases.
A .0.0.3. (A1d) . Similarly as to (A1c), this reduces to showing that L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´ŷpc i , z r,s q`ŷpc j , z r,s q ě 0.
In the case that pi, jq " pr, sq, we need that L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´pL{4´ℓ j {2q`pL{4`ℓ i {2q ě 0, which holds true. In the case that pi, jq " ps, rq, we need that L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´pL{4`ℓ j {2q`pL{4´ℓ i {2q ě 0, which also holds true. In the case that i " r and j ‰ s, L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´pL{4´ℓ s {2q`L{4 ě 0, which holds from feasibility. For i " s, j ‰ r, we get L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´pL{4`ℓ r {2q`L{4 ě 0;
for i ‰ r, j " s, we get L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´L{4`pL{4`ℓ r {2q ě 0; for i ‰ s, j " r, we get L{2´1 2 pℓ i`ℓj q´L{4`pL{4´ℓ s {2q ě 0;
for i, j R tr, su, we get 
Similarly if pi, jq " pr, sq. Otherwise, we havê ypz i,j , z r,s q`ŷpz j,i , z r,s q " 1{4`1{4 " 1{2 "ẑ r,s .
A.0.0.5. (A1g). Since 2ℓ i ď L from feasibility, 0 ďŷpc i , z r,s q ď L{2, which gives the result.
A.0.0.6. (A1h). Using the fact from (A1g), we get that
L´ĉ i " L{2 0 ď Lẑ r,s´ŷ pc i , z r,s q ď L{2, which gives the result.
To show that the moment matrix satisfies the semidefinite constraint M ľ 0, consider that for the proposed solution,
We will derive a congruence transformation between this matrix and a diagonal matrix via elementary row and column operations; then, showing that the diagonal matrix is positive semidefinite gives the result. Produce M 1 by adding´1{2 times the first row (H) to each row I ‰ H. Then
Now add row pi, jq to row pj, iq (where i ă j) to produce the matrix
We now perform the same series of elementary operations, but to the columns instead of rows. By adding 1{2 times the first column (H) to each column J ‰ H, we get
Finally, add column pi, jq to column pj, iq (where i ă jq to produce the diagonal matrix
This produces a diagonal matrix (under an appropriate ordering of the rows and columns) whose diagonal entries are non-negative. Therefore, M 4 is positive semidefinite, and therefore by Sylvester's law of inertia Horn and Johnson (1990) , M is as well, since we have produced M 4 via a congruence transform M 4 " HM H T , where H is the invertible matrix describing the elementary row operations. This yields feasibility w.r.t. the lifted SDP representation.
Appendix B. Proof of Proposition 4.3
Proof. The notation for the FLP in Takouda et al. (2005) is different than in this work; we keep the original notation for simplicity. In particular, the floor is shifted from r0, L x sˆr0, L y s to r´L x {2, L x {2sˆr´L y {2, L y {2s, the desired area is notated with a i instead of α i , and ℓ i now denotes the widths of component i, as opposed the half-width (the bounds lb i and ub i are now for the width as well, accordingly). We note that we omit the aspect ratio constraints included in Takouda et al. (2005) in lieu of enforcing them via bounds on ℓ (see Castillo et al. (2005) or Huchette et al. (2015) for details). Additionally, we omit the p´q symmetry-breaking constraints mentioned in Section 4.3 of Takouda et al. (2005) , as they are identical to the symmetry-breaking constraints we have omitted from our other formulations. We now present their proposed model as: (B1t) 1 ď σ i,j , α i,j ď 1 (B1u) σ i,j , α i,j P t´1, 1u
for all distinct i, j, k P N and s P tx, yu. In words, the variables c s i , ℓ s i , and d s i,j serve the same functional role as in formulation (2). Additionally, there are auxiliary variables S s i,j which correspond to the slack on the objective variable d s i,j in the scenario that ℓ s j ă ℓ s i . The discrete decision variables are σ i,j "
#`1 i and j are separated along direction x 1 i and j are separated along direction y and α i,j " #`1 i precedes j in the chosen directioń 1 j precedes i in the chosen direction.
The constraints (B1b) impose the area constraints, and (B1c) constrains the components to lie completely on the floor. Taken together, (B1d-B1m) simultaneously impose the non-overlap constraints and that the objective variables d take the correct value. Constraints (B1n-B1o) are the B2 valid inequalities from Meller et al. (1999) , which are akin to (6), and (B1p-B1s) are so-called S valid inequalities derived in Castillo et al. (2005) .
Note that this formulation still includes the complementarity constraints (B1m); we will construct a direct solution to the relaxation of this formulation as-is, which will imply a rank-one feasible solution for the relaxation of this system, which in turn will imply a feasible solution for the final SDP formulation. Set c s i Ð 0 @s P tx, yu, i P N l s i Ð maxt ? a i , lb s i u @s P tx, yu, i P N σ i,j Ð 0 @pi, jq P P p N q α i,j Ð 0 @pi, jq P P p N q @s P tx, yu, pi, jq P P p N q.
It can be verified that this solution satisfies the relaxation (B1b-B1u). In particular, we consider constraints (B1d), (B1i), and (B1p); the rest are immediate, or use identical arguments. which is satisfied given our assumptions on the size of the floor. Furthermore, the formulation from Takouda et al. (2005) linearizes the products of σ and α variables that appear in (B1), and adds a semidefinite constraint of the form vv T ľ 0 on these products, where v def " p1, σ 1,2 , . . . , σ N´1,N , α 1,2 , . . . , α N´1,N , σ 1,2 σ 1,3 , . . . , σ N´2,N σ N´1,N , α 1,2 α 1,3 , . . . , α N´2,N α N´1,N q.
However, we have feasibility with respect to this constraint directly from construction.
To see that the relaxation value cannot be less than the level-2 bound, sum (B1n) + (B1o) to get 
